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Abstract

The perception of 3D structure in dynamic sequences is believed to be subserved primarily 

through the use of motion cues. However, real-world sequences contain many figural shape cues 

besides the dynamic ones. We hypothesize that if figural cues are perceptually significant during 

sequence analysis, then inconsistencies in these cues over time would lead to percepts of non-

rigidity in sequences showing physically rigid objects in motion. We develop an experimental 

paradigm to test this hypothesis and present results with two patients with impairments in motion 

perception due to focal neurological damage, as well as two control subjects. Consistent with our 

hypothesis, the data suggest that figural cues strongly influence the perception of structure in 

motion sequences, even to the extent of inducing non-rigid percepts in sequences where motion 

information alone would yield rigid structures. Beyond helping to probe the issue of shape 

perception, our experimental paradigm might also serve as a possible perceptual assessment tool 

in a clinical setting.
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Introduction

Motion of objects in the environment induces complex transformations in their images. The 

human visual system can recover the 3-D structure of the viewed objects and their motion in 

space by interpreting these image transformations [5, 36]. As early as 1953, Wallach and 

O’Connell demonstrated humans’ capacity to interpret structure from motion while studying 

what they termed the ‘kinetic depth effect’ [41. In their experiments, an unfamiliar object 
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was rotated behind a translucent screen with its shadow being observed from the other side 

of the screen. In most cases, the viewers were able to describe correctly the 3-D shape of the 

hidden object and its motion, even when each static shadow projection of the object was 

unrecognizable and contained no 3-D information.

Any vision system that attempts to compute 3-D structure from motion must contend with 

the problem that the recovery of structure is under-constrained; there are infinitely many 3-D 

structures consistent with a given pattern of motion in the changing 2-D image. Additional 

constraint is required to establish a unique interpretation. Computational studies have used 

the rigidity assumption to derive a unique 3-D structure and motion; they assume that if it is 

possible to interpret the changing 2-D image as the projection of a rigid 3-D object in 

motion, then such an interpretation should be chosen [3,7, 11, 14,18,22,23,24,25,26, 

35,36,37,45]. The rigidity assumption was suggested by perceptual studies that described a 

tendency for the human visual system to choose a rigid interpretation of moving elements 

[9,15,16,41].

The rigidity assumption has proven to be a powerful constraint, one that appears sufficient to 

explain how the human visual system solves the structure from motion problem in general 

settings. However, some interesting perceptual effects suggest that this notion of sufficiency 

might need to be revisited, at least insofar as modeling human performance is concerned. 

According to the rigidity assumption, a rigid object in motion should necessarily be 

perceived as rigid. But, a few studies have reported instances where displays of rigid objects 

in motion can give rise to the perception of distorting objects [4,6,10,42,46]. As detailed 

below, we suggest that these breakdowns of rigidity perception hint at a significant 

contribution from figural shape cues in the perceptual analysis of dynamic sequences. In this 

paper, we develop the hypothesis of a role for figural cues in sequence analysis, and present 

experiments designed to test this hypothesis.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: we first briefly review the current state 

of research related to the recovery of 3-D structure from motion and static image attributes; 

subsequently we present a hypothesis regarding interactions between shape information 

derived using motion and that derived from figural cues; and in Methods we describe the 

psychophysical experiment and in Results we present evidence from normal observers as 

well as stroke patients with perceptual impairments in support of the basic thesis of this 

paper.

Possible strategies for the analysis of dynamic sequences

In a laboratory setting, it is possible to generate motion stimuli that cleanly dissociate 

between static and dynamic sources of 3-D information. For instance, the random clusters of 

dots often used in perceptual studies of recovering structure from motion are carefully 

controlled so that no single frame has any discernible static organization that may provide 

hints about the 3-D configuration of the dots. This has been the dominant paradigm of 

structure from motion research so far. Since there is no static 3-D information in such 

displays, the question of how statically and dynamically derived 3-D shape estimates 

interact with each other has been sidestepped.
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In the real world, however, the static and dynamic shape cues are almost always 

confounded. The objects we see moving, e.g. cars, people and airplanes have non-random 

static configurations that may be used to derive good 3-D shape estimates. Since these 

estimates are available simultaneously with those from motion cues, we are faced with the 

question of whether they play a role in determining the eventual 3D percepts.

Let us consider two extreme scenarios. In scenario 1, the visual system uses only motion 

trajectories of feature points to estimate structure (‘features’ are defined as points of high 

curvature or other punctuate discontinuities). This has been the typical approach for 

sequence analysis. The reason for the popularity of this approach is its ability to yield unique 

structure interpretations based on motion information from only a few frames and features. 

For instance, Ullman [36] has shown that under orthographic projection, three views of four 

non-coplanar points are sufficient to guarantee a unique 3-D solution. Longuet-Higgins and 

Prazdny [18] proved that the instantaneous velocity field and its first and second spatial 

derivatives at a point admit at most three different 3-D interpretations. Tsai and Huang [35] 

showed that two perspective views of seven points are also usually sufficient to guarantee 

uniqueness.

While scenario 1 is mathematically elegant and powerful, we should consider whether the 

human visual system does in fact adopt such a strategy, or perhaps it might incorporate 

other, non motion-based, cues as well in its analysis of dynamic sequences. This leads us to 

scenario 2. Here, we treat each frame of a motion sequence as an entity to be analyzed on its 

own, in terms of the figural cues it contains. These cues provide 3D estimates on a frame-

by-frame basis, rather than requiring the use of feature motion trajectories, as prescribed by 

scenario 1. Several figural cues, such as shading, or texture gradients can provide 3D 

structure information [7,12, 33,47]. Even in the absence of such gradients, global contour 

based cues provide powerful constraints for 3-D shape recovery [8,13,17,19,43,44] as 

demonstrated by computational schemes for the recovery of 3D structures from simple 2D 

line drawings [20,29,30].

Is human analysis of dynamic sequences more akin to scenario 1 (predominant use of 

motion information), or scenario 2 (predominant use of figural information, when such 

information is available)? Addressing this question presents a challenge in that for most 

dynamic sequences, both scenarios tend to produce identical results. For instance, a moving 

wire-frame cube would be seen as a cube irrespective of whether one uses structure from 

motion algorithms on the vertex trajectories, or applies shape from contour algorithms on 

individual frames. In order to overcome this constraint, we need dynamic sequences where 

the motion based and figural content-based strategies yield different results.

Here we use dynamic sequences showing rigid wire-frames in motion, where the wire-frame 

objects are specially constructed so that their different views suggest different 3D shapes. 

Conventional structure from motion algorithms would easily recover the true rigid 3D 

structure of these objects. However, the use of figural cues on a frame by frame basis would 

suggest that the underlying 3D shape was changing over time. Thus scenario 1 would predict 

the percept of a rigid object, while under scenario 2, a non-rigid percept would result. Figure 

1 illustrates our proposal. The object depicted across all of the frames is a rigid wire-frame 
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but its different views appear to derive from different underlying 3D geometries. Thus, if 

scenario 2 is correct, then even though there is a unique rigid interpretation for the whole 

sequence, observers would opt for a strange non-rigid one. If, however, motion information 

takes precedence over figural cues, then the veridical rigid structure will be perceived. In the 

next section, we develop an experimental paradigm to test this hypothesis.

Methods

Experimental tests of the contribution of motion and figural cues in the analysis of 
dynamic sequences

We describe our experimental paradigm by means of a specific example. Consider a 2-D 

image showing a cube. Up to a depth reversal, there is a unique set of depth values for all of 

the vertices that would be precisely consistent with a 3-D cube shape. Let us label this set of 

depth values as defining the ‘base’ structure. Now, we can add increasing amounts of 

random depth noise to the vertices. Since the noise is constrained to be only along the depth 

axis, the 2-D projections of the resulting objects are always the same (from the original 

viewpoint). However, the 3-D structures are now no longer consistent with an observer’s 

expectations based on the original projection, since the expectation is still that of a cube. 

Consequently, we would expect that the noise-distorted variants will, upon rotation, look 

non-rigid (since the 3D structures suggested by the initial view is different from that 

suggested by a slightly rotated view). Furthermore, the perceived non-rigidity will increase 

with the amount of depth noise added. However, the original, no-noise base structure will 

look rigid, since there is no inconsistency between the 3D structures suggested by the 

different frames. If the objects are presented simply as vertices, without the connecting 

segments, then figural cues are highly impoverished, thus largely doing away with the 

inconsistencies between motion and figural cues. The prediction would be that such vertex-

only motion sequences will be perceived as rigid, irrespective of the amount of noise added.

These hypotheses are illustrated in figure 2. Since the sequence in figure 2 (a) has a 

seemingly random collection of dots, the static shape recovery processes do not yield a 

strong shape estimate, and the structure from motion mechanism, working under the 

constraint of the rigidity assumption, would be expected to produce a rigid interpretation for 

the sequence. However, if we link the dots in the previous motion sequence in a manner that 

permits some estimates to be made about their 3D configuration statically (see figure 2 (b)), 

then since (in this particular example) the figurally estimated 3D configuration of the dots 

appears to be varying across the frames, a percept of non-rigidity would be expected when 

the object begins moving. The inclusion or exclusion of the inter-dot lines, in effect, is 

expected to act as a perceptual switch that renders active or inactive the static shape 

recovery process with measurable perceptual consequences.

In summary, the experimental paradigm is designed to study whether the magnitude of the 

perceived non-rigidity changes as increasing amounts of depth noise are added to a 

perceptually correct 3D structure. In previous studies, [31,32], we have shown that 

depending upon the figural cues used, the motion percept can be strongly biased to be one of 

extreme rigidity or non-rigidity. We expect that if figural information plays a role in the 

analysis of dynamic sequences, then the original 3D structure will look the most rigid 
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relative to the noisy versions and there will be a systematic increase in perceived non-

rigidity with increasing noise levels (as schematized in figure 3a). If, on the other hand 

figural information does not influence sequence analysis, the original 3D structure will not 

be at a minimum of perceived non-rigidity and no systematic trends relating non-rigidity and 

added noise-level will be observed (figure 3b).

We can make an additional prediction in the domain of neuropsychology. If the percepts of 

non-rigidity have their genesis in figural analysis, as we hypothesize, then we would expect 

that these percepts will be obtained even with patients who have compromised motion 

perception due to neurological damage. Such observers will experience increased percepts 

of non-rigidity with increasing noise in sequences that have figural information, but not in 

sequences devoid of figural information. If, on the other hand, the percepts are a 

consequence of motion analysis, then the results with such patients will be different from 

those of observers with normal motion perception.

Procedure

Our experimental display comprised two simultaneously presented variants of a base 3-D 

object (figure 4). Subjects viewed the monitor from a distance of 80 cm. Each of the stimuli 

subtended, on average, 3 degrees of visual angle at this distance. Subjects were asked to 

maintain fixation at a mark placed between the two objects in the display. Their task was to 

indicate with a mouse click on either one of two screen buttons, which of the two objects 

looked more non-rigid. Each of the objects underwent rotation around a horizontal axis 

passing through its centroid. The object rotated by +/− 10 degrees about the starting position 

with an angular speed of 15 degrees/second. To ensure that subjects understood the 

meanings of the terms ‘rigid’ and ‘non-rigid’, we preceded the experiment with a short 

session wherein they were shown a real rigid object like a plastic cube and a non-rigid one 

like a squeezable ball and two flaps on a hinge (the opening and closing of a book).

Two different polyhedra were used as base objects, and were presented in two modes: as 

vertices only and as vertices connected with line segments. For each base object (figure 4b), 

five additional variants were created by adding positional jitter of varying magnitudes along 

the depth axis. This ‘depth noise’ could range upto 20%, 40%, 60%, 80% and 100% of the 

full depth extent of the base object. These five levels corresponded to the five variants for 

each of the base objects. For each collection of six configurations (base object + five depth 

distorted variants) all possible pairings were shown to the subjects. The presentation was 

self-paced and no feedback was provided.

Data from the forced alternative design were compiled to obtain rank-orders of the six 

configurations along the dimension of perceived non-rigidity. This was done by 

incrementing the ‘non-rigidity score’ associated with a given configuration by unity every 

time it was rated to be more non-rigid than another. Thus, a configuration that was always 

rated more non-rigid in every pair that it was displayed in (there would be five such pairs in 

all) would achieve a score of 5 while a configuration that always was seen as being more 

rigid than any other would end up with a score of 0. After all 15 pairs had been presented, 

the relative scores would allow us to place the six configurations on an ordinal scale of 

perceived non-rigidity.
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Subjects

Two healthy adult subjects and two neurological patients who had suffered a single ischemic 

stroke participated in our experiments. The healthy subjects were drawn from the Boston 

University subject pool and age matched to the patients. They had no visual acuity 

impairments. The patients’ neurological damage affected their motion perception abilities. A 

brief description of the two patients is provided below. All subjects gave informed consent 

according to Boston University Institutional Review Board.

Patient AMG—At the time of testing, patient AMG, was a 53-year-old right handed 

woman who underwent an acute left hemisphere cerebro-vascular accident. MRI 

demonstrated involvement of the left posterior parietal lobe extending into the posterior-

medial part of the temporal lobe into the central and lateral portion of the occipital lobe but 

sparing the primary visual cortex. The lesion also extended into the white matter by the 

trigone of the lateral ventricle and around the margin of the body of the lateral ventricle 

(Figure 5a). On neuropsychological evaluation on the Wechsler Memory Scale-Revised 

(WAIS-R), her verbal IQ was in the average range (VIQ = 96), the Performance I.Q. was in 

the low average range (PIQ=80), and the full scale I.Q. in the low average range (FIQ=88) 

compared to her peers. Snellen acuity was 20/20 in both eyes. Visual fields assessed shortly 

after the stroke by Goldmann perimetry revealed a right inferior quadrantanopsia for very 

small targets. This improved by the time of the testing reported here (12 months after the 

infarct). As described in [39,40] AMG was severely impaired on several low-level motion 

tasks (speed and direction discriminations). Her performance was normal on tasks involving 

spatial integration, but she could not integrate motion information across scales of resolution 

(she failed on the plaid test). AMG’ performance on visual motion perception was reported 

in detail previously [38,39,40], here we only summarized the results to demonstrate that she 

was not “motion blind”, but her motion deficits were selective.

Patient JT—At the time of testing JT was a 52-yr-old right-handed woman who underwent 

a large infarction in the region of the left middle and posterior cerebral arteries extending 

from the left temporal pole posteriorly to the occipital lobe and superiorly to the most 

posterior aspect of the parietal lobe. There is also involvement of the inferior left temporal 

lobe (Figure 5b). Visual fields assessed by Goldmann perimetry showed a complete right 

homonymous hemianopsia. Her score on the Performance IQ test of the Wechsler Adult 

Intelligence Scale, Revised (WAIS-R) was below average for her age and education-level 

(PIQ =79). JT performed within normal range on the discrimination of spatial relations. 

Language comprehension was excellent and when asked to describe a scene visually 

presented she first needed to scan it for several seconds and then she described the scene 

reporting single items but not the global scene being represented. When asked to match the 

correct action corresponding to a verb auditorily presented she could easily indicate the 

correct corresponding picture. Her naming ability on visual presentation was severely 

impaired, she was presented with 15 black and white outline drawings (taken from the 

Birmingham Object Recognition Battery, BORB [27]) and she scored 3/15 (z = −4.4, 

compared to age-matched control group). Her short term memory was mildly impaired (digit 

span = 3). She had alexia without agraphia. On repeated testing, she was unable to read 

words longer than 2 letters, while she could write words of different length under dictation. 
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She could copy outline drawings, 2-D shapes and 3-D shapes and overlapping geometrical 

figures. She also copied correctly drawings which required switching attention between 

objects (a house surrounded by three trees). However, Patient JT exhibited a total inability to 

perceive 2-D form from relative motion and 3-D form from motion.

Results

Relative scores of perceived non-rigidity were obtained as described in the ‘Procedure’ 

section. The results from the healthy observers and the patients are shown in figure 6. They 

are plotted as perceived non-rigidity scores as a function of amount of depth noise added. 

For all of the plotted points, we determined the coefficients of correlation (between amount 

of depth-distortion and perceived non-rigidity score) and their statistical significance. 

Healthy observers exhibited an increased percept of non-rigidity with higher levels of added 

noise when the sequences included figural cues (i.e. objects were presented with line 

segments). The correlation between these two variables was high and statistically 

significant. However, no statistically significant correlation was evident when the objects 

were presented only as collections of vertices. Patients AMG and JT also failed on the 3D-

Structure from motion test. Similar to other motion impaired patients, who in separate tests 

had been found to be highly compromised on their structure from motion abilities [38,39] 

also exhibited the same pattern of results – a strong positive correlation between added noise 

and perceived non-rigidity in the presence of figural cues, but not without them.

Discussion

The experimental results suggest that, when available, figural information plays a significant 

role in the analysis of dynamic sequences. This is in contrast to conventional theories of 

structure from motion, wherein motion cues are used exclusively for structure recovery in 

sequences [35,36]. Recent evidence from other research groups also highlights the role of 

figural information in the analysis of motion sequences [2,21]. In the light of these results, 

we now discuss a revised theoretical formulation of the processes responsible for the 

perception of 3D structure in dynamic sequences.

Conceptually, we can assume that two processes operate concurrently - one concerned with 

3-D shape recovery from dynamic cues and the other from figural ones. The 3-D estimates 

they produce as outputs need to be combined in order to produce the eventual percept. 

Exactly how this combination is accomplished is currently unknown. The results of the 

experiments presented here suggest that when strong figural cues are available, they can 

over-ride the motion derived shape estimates. However, our experiments leave open the 

issue of the combination rules when the figural cues are weakened, for instance by having 

unfamiliar shapes which are not associated with any specific 3D structures. Confining our 

attention to the case where the figural cues are strongly evocative of specific 3D geometries, 

we can outline a simple processing strategy for the analysis of dynamic sequences. The 

strategy involves verifying whether the figuraly derived shape at different time instants is 

the same. A rigid object is expected to maintain the same shape at all times. Changes (over 

time) in the figurally derived 3-D shapes would suggest non-rigidity even though the SFM 

(Structure- From-Motion) process might recover a rigid structure. Although adequate to 
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account for our present experimental results, this is probably an oversimplification. Both the 

static and dynamic shape recovery processes are likely to be important for the analysis of 

arbitrary motion sequences. Briefly, the simple model these results suggest requires 

determining the 3-D shape of the object seen in the motion sequence from static image 

attributes at frequent intervals. Depending on the constancy (or lack thereof) of the 

recovered shape at different times, the model predicts whether the object would be perceived 

as rigid by human observers.

Conclusion

We have considered the perceptual analysis of dynamic sequences that provide not merely 

motion information of a few feature points, but also figural information in each frame. We 

hypothesized that the figural cues would contribute to the eventual percept experienced by 

an observer. The results from experiments with normal and neurologically impaired subjects 

support this hypothesis. They suggest that figural cues can overwhelm motion cues, even to 

the extent of over-riding the rigidity bias, resulting in objects that are physically rigid being 

perceived as non-rigid by observers. Furthermore, even participants whose neurological 

damage impaired their motion perception skills, reported percepts of non-rigidity, 

suggesting that the percepts were likely being engendered by figural analysis. Based on 

these results, we have outlined an admittedly oversimplified theoretical account of shape 

recovery in motion sequences.

Several important questions remain open. Primary among these is a finer grained analysis of 

interactions between motion-based and figural-based 3D shape recovery processes. 

Investigating this issue will require a way to parametrically change the strengths of these 

two types of cues, and assessing the effects of these changes on the eventual percept. This 

study has contributed evidence showing that such interactions do exist and that the analysis 

of motion sequences involves a significant contribution from figural cues.
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Highlights

1. Addressing how dynamic and figural cues interact in visual sequences

2. Novel paradigm to dissociate contributions of figural and dynamic cues

3. Assessment of healthy subjects and those with brain lesions

4. Empirical results point towards a computational model of visual sequence 

analysis.
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Figure 1. 
A few frames from a motion sequence that shows a specially constructed rigid 3D object 

whose different views suggest different 3D structures. Analysis of the motion trajectories of 

the vertices would yield the veridical rigid 3D structure. However, an analysis based on 

figural cues within each frame would suggest non-rigidity.
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Figure 2. 
If figural cues participate in 3D shape analysis with dynamic sequences, the percepts 

obtained with a sequence are expected to be different depending on whether or not static 3D 

figural cues are available. Under this hypothesis, the top sequence would be seen as a rigid 

configuration of dots rotating. The bottom sequence, however, would be perceived as a non-

rigidly distorting object even though the underlying vertex structure and the motion 

parameters are identical to those in the top row.
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Figure 3. 
Schematic depiction of expected pattern of results under the hypothesis of the use of static 

figural cues in motion sequence analysis. The ordinate represents ratings of perceived non-

rigidity. (a) Expected results when figural cues are present in displays. (b) Expected results 

in the absence of figural cues (vertices only).
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Figure 4. 
(a) Layout of our experimental display. Subjects were asked to maintain fixation at a mark 

placed between the two objects in the display. Each of the objects underwent rotation around 

a horizontal axis passing through its centroid. The object rotated by +/− 10 degrees about the 

starting position with an angular speed of 15 degrees/second. Observers’ task was to indicate 

with a mouse click on either one of two screen buttons, which of the two objects looked 

more non-rigid. Such paired comparisons were repeated for all possible pairings of the six 

noise variants corresponding to each of two objects. (b) The objects we used as stimuli in 

our experiments. The object on the left is referred to as the ‘trifold’ and that on the right as 

‘cube’.
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Figure 5. 
(a,b) shows axial MR slices registered into the Talaraich space [34] by using MRIcro (http://

www.mricro.com) illustrating in red the left hemisphere infarctions in both patients: AMG 

in (a) and JT in (b). The sagittal view (the right most figure) illustrates the level of the slices 

shown from the lowest to the highest, and “z’ refers to the axial slice number in the 

Talaraich coordinates. MR images were obtained with a Magnetom 1.5T unit (6mm thick 

slices, with 1.2mm gap). (a) Patient’s AMG lesion is in the left hemisphere and it extends 

laterally by the margins of the occipital horns of the lateral ventricle into the lateral portion 

of the occipital lobe; (b) Patient JT has a large infarction of the left hemisphere, extending 

from the occipital pole to the temporal pole with a significant involvement of the occipital 

lobe. The medial temporal lobe, however, is preserved to a great extent, although the 

parahippocampal gyrus is likely involved in the lesion.
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Figure 6. 
Plots of perceived non-rigidity as a function of added noise for two healthy observers (C1 

and C2) and two motion-perception impaired participants (P1: AMG and P2: JT). The four 

curves in each plot correspond to data from two subjects (either normal or motion impaired, 

indicated in each plot) on each of two objects (in each panel, the brown and green plots 

depict data from one subject and the red and blue plots depict data from the second subject). 

Also shown are the correlation-coefficients and their levels of significance.
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